
Where is My Darlin’?/Jubilee 

Lauren Summa – Passmore Elementary, Alvin ISD 

 

Grade Levels: Third Grade – May, Fourth Grade – September 

Content Objective: Review M-R-D, Low L and S; Prepare major/minor tonality 

TEKS: Sing/Play instruments alone and in groups, Sing/Play varied repertoire (American music), Perform 

simple part work, Create melodic phrases (melody) 

Materials: Paper plates with cat faces, instrumentarium, mallets, tubano, cabasa 

Procedure: 

DAY ONE 

Where is my Darlin’? 

Tell silly stories about my cat, “Darlin’.” Stories end with the cat being missing and me singing 

the song “Where is My Darlin’.” Kids join in when they know the song. Talk about how the cat’s 

mood changes a lot to prep the cabasa part – “naughty kitty, sweet kitty!” 

When students are able to sing the song, have students pat the rhythm of the bass line on their 

legs while they sing. Ask if a student can sing where they think Darlin’ might be hiding. Allow 

individual students to sing solos (coach them to sing on M-R-D).  

Pass out paper plates with pictures of cats on the bottom. As you pass them out, tell the 

students what my cat Darlin’ looks like. Ask if anyone has a picture of a cat that looks like Darlin’ 

(there should be three). Play passing game.  

Game: Place the plate on the floor in front of you, cat side down. Coach students to tap the 

rhythm of the bass line on the plates while singing the song. When the class can tap the rhythm 

accurately, have them slide the plate to their RIGHT on the rest (tap, tap, tap, PASS...). Sing the 

song while tapping and passing. If the students are up for a challenge, change the last four 

measures to be, “pass it, and pass it, and pass it, and STOP!” All students stop passing on the 

word STOP.  

Sing, “Stand up if you’ve seen my Darlin’!” Students who have a picture of Darlin’ stand up. Ask 

each student individually where they found Darlin’ hiding. Students who sing back an answer get 

extra credit! After singing where the cat was hiding, students trade plates with someone sitting 

and move to a barred instrument to play a modified bass line (stay on F/C whole time) while the 

class sings. Continue until three or fewer students are left. If able, add cabasa part (“naughty 

kitty, sweet kitty!”). For a challenge, introduce the bass line as written. 

 

 



DAY TWO 

Jubilee 

Ask students to sit with a partner (if possible, allow them to choose). Students come up with 

two simple body percussion moves (one making contact with their partner) and perform them in 

a four beat pattern. Have them practice their moves until they can perform them to the beat 

while I play the drum. When they can perform their moves well, sing the first verse of Jubilee 

while they perform. 

Ask each pair to find another pair to team up with (teacher pairs them if necessary). Instruct 

them to find a way to combine their moves to make a group routine. They can decide to use one 

move from each group or use all four (give direction as needed for the class to be successful). 

Have groups practice moves with tubano. When they are ready, sing the first verse to Jubilee 

while they perform.  

Introduce Jubilee’s refrain. Tell the students they need to come up with a SIMPLE move for their 

group of four to perform. Practice and put with the music. When able, put the verse and refrain 

together. Sing all verses while students perform movement in groups. 

1. All out on the old railroad, all out on the sea; 

All out on the old railroad, far as I can see. 

2. Hardest work I ever done, working on the farm; 

Easiest work I ever done, swing my true love’s arm. 

3. If I had a needle and thread, fine as I could sew; 

I’d sew my true love to my side, and down this creek I’d go. 

4. In some lady’s fine brick house, in some lady’s garden; 

Let me out or I’ll break out, fare ye well my darlin’. 

5. If I had no house at all, I’d be found a-crawlin’; 

Up and down this rocky road, lookin’ for my darlin’. 

 

DAY THREE 

Jubilee/Where is my Darlin’? 

Review the song Jubilee. Ask students to perform their movements. Have the class sing the song 

while performing their moves. 

While class sings Jubilee, teacher sings “Where is my Darlin’” on a neutral syllable. Guide 

students to name the tune. Explain that the two songs work together like partners. Define 

Partner Songs as songs that work together like good partners. Work until students can sing the 

song in parts, starting with the teacher singing the second song and moving to students singing 

both. 

 

 



DAY FOUR 

Instrumentation 

Review the partner songs Jubilee and Where is my Darlin’. Sing in parts. 

Prepare ensemble work. Sing Where is my Darlin’ on solfege; students echo. Prepare xylophone 

visual in F pentatonic. Guide students to identify which notes are M-R-D, L and S. Tell students 

that when they get to the instruments, they should try to find the first phrase of Where is my 

Darlin’. Prep as necessary and then move students to instruments in small groups. Guide 

students to find the melody of Where is my Darlin’, uncovering a few notes at a time. 

When students are able to play the melody, add in the bass line and cabasa. Sing Jubilee as 

students play Where is my Darlin’. 

 

DAY FIVE 

Ensemble/Performance 

Review the melody to Jubilee with movement (as able). Sing with Where is my Darlin’. 

Review the melody to Where is my Darlin’ on instruments. Add color, cabasa, and bass. Coach in 

small groups or individually as needed. Play as an ensemble. 

Select half of the class (distributed among instruments) to step into the open space and sing 

Jubilee while performing their movements. Switch. 

Ask the students who they would like to invite to see their performance. Send representatives 

to ask those staff members to come to the music room. While waiting, students may practice 

their parts individually or in groups. Allow students to perform both parts for their guests. When 

finished, ask students for feedback on their performance. Discuss as a class, and perform with 

changes as time allows. 


